You’re outta’ line..!
there were Alignment Tolerances

ALIGNMENT BASICS
Misalignment is one of the most common
faults found in rotating equipment.
Understanding how to properly
diagnosis and correct for misalignment
in plant equipment and how to deal
with common pitfalls while out in
the field is essential to doing the job
right The alignment of shaft
centerlines on coupled machines is
one of the most important aspects of
machine installation. Contrary to
popular opinion, flexible coupling will
not always compensate for even
moderate amounts of shaft misalignment.

Misalignment is any condition in which
the shaft centerlines are not in a straight
line during operation.
Misalignment generates unnecessary forces. Precision alignment
removes these forces resulting in;
- reduced vibration and noise levels
-minimized shaft bending and cyclic fatigue
-reduced energy costs
-increased bearing, seal, and coupling life
Shaft centerline misalignment can be classified as either angular or
offset (also called parallel). Angular misalignment occurs when the
shaft centerlines meet at an angle. Offset misalignment occurs when
the shafts are parallel, but offset from each other. The misalignment
may be vertical, horizontal, or a combination of the two. Most shaft
misalignment is a combination of both angular and offset
misalignment. Another type of misalignment not associated with
coupling is bearing misalignment.The centerlines of two coupled
shafts can be properly aligned, but the bearings on one side of the
coupling may be misaligned. Bearings can be misaligned if they are
not mounted in the same plane; if they are not normal to the shaft,
i.e. they are cocked relative to the shaft; or because of machine
distortion due to soft foot, an uneven base, or thermal growth.

Alignment tolerances have often been treated with a halfhearted "just get it close" attitude. But, alignment
tolerances are actually the measurement of a
job well done and they provide the
definition of what close actually is.There
are two reasons to use tolerances. The
key reason is to establish goals. If you
do not have a goal, how do you know
when the job is finished? If there is
not a goal, there cannot be a quality
alignment.The second
purpose of alignment
tolerances is to establish
accountability. Accountability is the
evaluation of alignment quality. If there
is no tolerance to compare an alignment to,
how can the quality of the alignment be judged?
Accountability can create competition, driving a mechanic
to get the job done better. Misalignment is one of the most
common faults found. Machines are often aligned without taking the
time to properly diagnose the machine fault.

Diagnosing misalignment in a machine can be difficult
because the vibration, phase, and temperature characteristics
are dependent on the type of coupling used. Misalignment
leads to reduced bearing, seal and coupling life. Precision
alignment reduces plant operating costs through reduced
maintenance and energy costs as well as reduced equipment
downtime.

Economics of Misalignment
There are a number of cost benefits of precision alignment.
-Helps reduce plant operating costs by reducing energy costs
-Increased maintenance savings through reduced parts
consumption
-Reduced over-time
-Decrease equipment downtime and increase product quality
A recent study performed at the University of Tennessee found that
even small amounts of misalignment could significantly reduce
bearing life. The study found that if, on average, a motor was offset
misaligned by 10% of the coupling manufacturer's allowable offset,
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